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Case Study Guidelines

Description

Final projects for all Urban Media Labs take the form of case studies. For our purposes, broadly speaking, case studies
are detailed analyses, multifaceted inquiries, exploratory and descriptive collections of materials that together
communicate an in-depth account of a specific subject. Students typically collaborate in small groups and determine the
approach, content, and format of their case study, within broader content + formatting guidelines collectively agreed
upon by the class. Each semester, case study topics vary according to the urban media lab thematic, and the case
studies are intended to work together as part of a larger whole, conceptually and in their final form.

This semester, Urban Media Lab: Traffic case studies will focus on the topic of traffic jams and/or congestion using
students’ urban research over the course of the semester as a foundation. Working in groups of two or three, students
will  curate a selection of five to fifteen postcards from the database of urban research. Groups will organize their
selected traffic conditions as a coherent collection, related topically in some way to be determined and articulated by
the group. Case studies will develop and present each collection alongside supporting materials that introduce the
topic in-depth, and expand upon the traffic events with further description, context, and analysis. Final case studies will
take the form of a series of digital and printable postcards (see guidelines below).

Schedule

Presentations: Beginning April 18 as per Course Schedule
The final classes of the semester will be dedicated to the case studies. Each case study group will use a class session as
a creative and critical platform for the presentation of their work, which will be submitted in final form at the end of the
semester. Presentation format and style are to be determined by each group. It is understood that case studies
presented will be works-in-process, and students are encouraged to use the class time as an opportunity for critical
response and feedback from their peers, or even as an instrument that contributes in some way to the final case study
itself.

Final Case Studies: Due Wednesday, May 9, 6:00pm
Late submissions will not be accepted. Follow the guidelines below for shaping and conceptualizing case study research
and production.

Structural Guidelines

Groups will determine the actual content, formatting, order, and sequence of components in each case study, but all
final case studies must include the following components:

o Cover with/title + rights pages  (2 pages, front and back) (equivalent to 1 postcard)
o Introduction (2 pages, front and optional back) (1 postcard)
o Explanation of topic (4-6 pages, front and back) (2-3 postcards)
o Curated selection of 5-15 digital postcards from the urban research database (10–30 pages,

sequence/placement to be determined by group; these pages need not be grouped together) (5-15 postcards)
o Further analysis of selected traffic events (10-20 pages, sequence/placement to be determined by group; these

pages can be organized in a whole range of ways, and need not be grouped together) (5-10 postcards)
o Bibliography of at least five references (1-2 pages) (1 postcard)
o Contributors bios (1-2 pages) (1 postcard)
Total page range: 30-64
Total # of double-sided postcards composing case study: 16-32

Within and across the above components, case studies must include:
o Identifiable individual contribution from each member of the group -- Individual contributions can be

interpreted in terms of content (i.e., each individual curates and analyzes a subset of the collection), in terms of
role or function (i.e., someone is designer, someone is editor), or in several other ways.

o Evidence of primary research
o At least one New York City-specific traffic event
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Formatting Guidelines

Each case study is to be produced as a series of digital, printable, postcards, formatted as a PDF document. The digital
postcards will be accessed through our course website. Printed cards may be provided at the conclusion of the
semester, pending the success of the case studies and the cost of printing. Case study materials also have the potential
to be exhibited with future iterations of trafficproject.org as the project continues to expand.

1. File Format

You can choose to work in whatever program best suits you, but all case study files must be converted to PDF prior to
submission.

2. Exporting Digital Postcards from Urban Research Database

To export your selected postcards from trafficproject.org, simply choose the card, flip to data side, and click print. The
card should save as a 2 page PDF document that you can incorporate into your other case study material. Should you
have any questions about this process, don’t hesitate to ask.

3. Document Size + Margins

Document Size: 6.25”W X 4.5”W
Margins: FOR TEXT ONLY! (Images and Graphics can bleed all the way to the edges): .5” on all sides (Note the trim size
of the cards will be 4.25X6, therefore the .5 margins ensure you will have a .25” border around your text on the final
postcards).
(Note original source document must have these settings before converting to PDF!)

4. Page Count

Minimum 30 pages / Maximum 64 pages

5. Interior pages: Grayscale [or] Color

Choose grayscale or color for the interior pages of your case study. The postcards you export from the urban research
database and incorporate into your case study will be color.

6. Font

If possible, format all standard body text in Helvetica 10pt. Note the formatting of all headline and/or other text for
emphasis is completely up to you.

7. Title

For consistency’s sake across case studies, and urban media labs, please use the following template to format your title:
Urban Media Lab: Traffic | YOUR TITLE

8. Educational Use

Important! Each case study MUST include the following paragraph on the backside of title page:
This case study documents seminar research and projects for Urban Media Lab: Traffic, a project-based seminar taught
by Jessica Blaustein in the New School Department of Media Studies and Film, Spring 2012. All documentation has
been produced solely for educational purposes, for private use by its contributors and not for commercial distribution to
others. NO part of this work may be used, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means for non-educational
purposes.
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9. Bibliographic Citations/References

It is imperative that you properly source all of the material you include in your case study.
Abide by MLA style guidelines to format references in your case study. Within the case study, use parenthetical citations
to refer to the work of others (see http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/02/). These parenthetical citations
will correspond to your bibliography of references to be placed at the end of your case study (see
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/12/) Only if necessary, use endnotes or footnotes to provide additional
bibliographic information or for occasional explanatory notes that are too digressive for the main text. All endnotes or
footnotes should also be formatted according to MLA style guidelines (see
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/04/).

10. (optional) Supplemental Audio/Visual Material

Any groups that would like to include supplementary audio and/or video material with their case study can create a
simple website for that material, to be linked through our course website alongside their case study. Simple instructions
can be provided for creating a wordpress.com site if needed, but groups can choose any website, as long as the site is
dedicated to supporting the audio-video material, and a URL can be provided that links directly to that material. All
audio and/or digital video material must be accompanied by a clear list of credits for that material.

Submission Guidelines

1. Submit your case study as a single PDF file via Dropbox. One member of the case study group should create a
dedicated Dropbox folder for the case study and share it to my new school email address, blaustej@newschool.edu.
If Dropbox instructions are needed, or if the group prefers to use another method, contact me in advance.

2. Upload your case study to the course website’s media library as a single PDF file.

o Log onto the course website.
o Click My Blog > Dashboard in the black bar on top of the site.
o Go to Media section in menu on left.
o Click “Add New.”
o Select your PDF file and click “Open” to upload.
o Once uploaded, insert title of your case study.
o Note your File URL for your records, and click “Save all changes.”
o You are finished. Your case study should now appear in the Media Library. (It will not yet be visible

anywhere else on the course website.)

3. If you have supplementary audio and/or video material, also email me your website URL.


